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Would you call these men soldiers...



or would you call them lobbyists?

Evil Merchants of Death & Destruction vs.



Soldiers of Fortune in the Construction of Our Law



How would one determine a persons role in shaping US Politics…



or what criteria comes to mind…



concerning all the new laws that are passed…



based on the influences of their actions…



or under the influence of their actions?



The Truth is, there are many ways to destroy a Nation.



History has revealed that attacks on

one’s dominion can be conducted by a country…



or from within…

The Alfred P Murrah Federal Building after the bombing in Oklahoma City. 



or by both…



however people are the key element of…

consistency that will determine what will be “under attack.”



It could be a principle…



one’s property…



…or people that will be subject to violence



…or a harmful action.



On 911 we viewed how airplanes were used as a weapon…



just as a van with chemicals was used

in the Oklahoma City bombing…



both being used…

for the wrong purpose…

by evil people’s thoughts.



If everyday material things…

created by mankind can be used as weapons then… 

what if words were weapons...

and human law was another way to wage war?



Both are used to defend or attack…

our principles, property and even people.



Just as one thought can preserve, protect…

and defend the Constitution of The United States

The Laws of Principle and Practice



can tens of millions of words… 

in Mankind’s laws destroy our…

life, liberty and pursuits of happiness?



The Truth is, every time mankind makes another law…



we create another conflict with someone’s principles…



establish a battlefield over one’s property…



or destroy the people’s trust in the spirit of our Constitution



A soldier can create fear in what he can do to you…



…however a lobbyist can create faith in what they could do to us all.



The difference is between past and present…



only now to be indifferent to those we should fear…



and the laws that can destroy our faith.



These 19 soldiers were unknown to us.



What then, of the thoughts, words and actions of 60,000  lobbyists…



unsuspected or undetected…



who’s roles determine the criteria of our laws



by influences of good or evil?



What you and I would call these individuals is immaterial…



however it is their political…

positions, directions, causes, motives, practices, and powers…



Controlling your…

thoughts…

words…

and actions.

their role as soldiers, or a lobbyist might have in common…



that can influence the fate…

or could establish the faith of our great Nation…



America, the land I love…



and with our faith… In God We Trust.



Our Decision…

God allows for each of us… 

to be able to Perfect our Soul,

Protect the Human Spirit,

and to please God with…

prayer…

practice…

and purpose.



We thank you…

For taking the time to share a thought…

and a Revelation in the making.

Be the miracle…

by sending this thought to a friend.
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